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The basic real problem facing us in the world today is the great
contest going on between two basically opposed philosophies,
Collectivism and Individualism. Collectivism is called: Communism in Russia; Nazism in Germany; Facism in Italy; State Interventionism in France; Fabianism in England; Socialism, New Dealism and other names in America.
The basic idea of Collectivism is the rejection of the individual.
It considers only the man and regulates the man to a mere cell in
a collectivistic or political monstrosity. Individual does not
work for his own sake or development, but as so many foot pounds
of energy for those who succeed in setting themselves above him.
Regardless of the name given these collective deVices, they have
certain things in common:
(1) Regardless of the means of attaining their ends, whether it
is violent as in the case of communism or whether it is seemingly
peaceful as in the case of socialism, the end in each instance is
about the same--namely the state ownership and control of the
means of production.
(2) They are all parasitical as distinguished from productive
devices. Socialism pre-supposes a going concern, an e00nomy
that is healthy just exactly as mistletoe pre-supposes a live tree.
Collectivism is drawing in the world, in America as elseWhere, by
leaps and bounds and in the opinion of some of us the reason for
this great growth of collectivism is because there are so few
people any longer who can speak the case for the opposite philosophy
of the free market economy, the voluntary society working in collaboration with a government of strictly limited powers.
One measure of how much collectivism is growing in the world today
is the loss of freedom of choice that one has with his income dollar. Less than a century ago when citizens had between 95% and
98% freedom of choice of their income dollar, the take of government was from 2% to 5% of all earned income. The take has increased rather rapidly until today the take of government, federal,
State and local is in excess of 29% of all earned income. Whenever
the take of government gets between 20% and 25% of earned income
large segiments of the population will support a depreciation in
the value of the money. Since we started the program of deficit
financing and the monetization of debt we have increased our money
supply in excess of four times. Lenin says "the way to destroy
the capitalistic system is to debauoh the currency", and that is
what we have been doing.
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Historically as short a time as twenty years ago, the government
take of earned income in: Russia was 29%; Germany was 22%; France
was 21% and England was 21%. We are today at 29% and it we were
to suffer the unemployment we had in the year 1939, which would
of course reduce our productive capacity and thus our earned income,
that figure would instantly jump to 35% and everything I am hearing
from along the Potomac is to the effect that government should be
furthe~ extended which would of course increase that figure still
more. We are no longer in the position in which we may merely
quit our evil ways and be alright, drop an anchor so to speak. We
are now over the brink and unless we go through the very difficult
and almost unprecedented political antics of cancelling out a great
number of these so called social gains, private property and freedom to compete in enterprise as institutions are doomed to wither
away and eventually disappear here in America as they are withering
away and disappearing in other countries of the world.
There is a law that says: Man tends to satisfy his desires along
the lines of least possible resistence. There are two ways to
satisfy ones desires economically speaking, economic means, which
is satisfying ones desires by the fruit of ones labor and political
means, which is satisfying ones desires with the fruits of the
labor of others. I call the employment of the political means the
"plunderbund", a method by which people gang up and by using the
political process succeed in extorting the fruits of the labor of
others for the benefit of their community, their industry or their
group.
The first great advocate of the "plunderbund" in American life was
in 1913 with the adoption of the 16th Amendment, the progressive
income tax. That Amendment was the American manifestation of an
idea that was laid down first by a Frenchman named St. Simone
and was later held up as an idea by Karl Marx. It was from each
according to ability to each according to needs. A great number
of thoughtfUl persons have realized that man does tenn to satisfy
his desires along the line of least resistence and that this
political means is the line of least resistence they conclude that
once the political means is made available that man will rush into
it and thus to his own destruction. They say there is no hope
once you have made available the political means. There are
really two elements of hope:
(1) Set up as our number one desire the desire for self respect
and the respect of our fellowman. If we do this, even if the
political means are made available, we will not rush in to avail
ourselves of it. Some say this is to idealistic an approach, but
I doubt that it is.
(2) See if we can't obtain a rather ~road understanding of the
relationship that should exist between society and the state. We
have learned that authority and responsibility must be commensurably
applied. In society wher~ we as citizens turn over an item of the
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over our lives and thus it is as we turn over item by item the
responsibility for our welfare eventually we arrive at the all
responsible State at the head of which there has to be a gangster
by reaSon of the nature of the job to be done. These gangsters
are not accidents, if Stalin dies, there will be another gangster
with equal gun power to take his place.
The job of developing the understanding of these appropriate relationships that should exist between society snd the state is a
job of relearning. Some business people say, these works that
you are producing in the Foundation are fine, but why do you send
them to me, we are only talking to ourselves, I agree with you, I
am on your side, the people who need them are these poor ignorant
devils the masses, the man in the street? I dissent with that
point of view:
Sherwin Williams trade mark the globe and the bucket of
paint, the paint is pouring out and some of it drizzles about the
globe. For there to be some of that paint drizzling about the
globe, there must be some paint in the bucket. If there is going
to be widespread understanding of this proper relationship that
exists between society and the state pre-supposes that there is
paint in the bucket on the part of persons who occupy positions
of leadership, namely that they be able themselves to explain the
philosophy for which they say they stand.
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The Foundation is proceeding with their work under five basic
assumptions.
(1) The vast majority of adult Americans do not and 0s:ruot understand economic and socialogical phenomena.
(2)

It is not important that they understand it.

(3) No person is even as much as educable who himself is not
himself in search of understanding.
(4) Economic standing has nothing whatever to do wj.-th economic
understanding.

(5)

It is not dangerous to be honest.

Every movement, every project, whether it's starting a ney,[ club
in Peoria or the Marshall Plan for the world, is nothing more or
less than the length and shadow of Some individual person but
rarely do you know who this person or these few person are on any
particular issue at any particular time, so what do you do? You
do your work at the intellectual level of the person who is the
leader of thought on any particular issue at any particular time.
The work of the Foundation at times may seem to be aimed too high
but they have precisely in mind the inte~lectual level of thought
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This contest that is going on in the world between the two basic
opposed philosophies is an idealogical contest. It is a contest
for the minds and souls of m?~ or a contest in the field of explanation. How are we doing in this field of explanation? Let
Stewart Chase write a book explanatory of the leftist philosophy
and half a million copies will be sold. Henry Wallace will write
a book and a milion copies will be sold. The latest communist
piece entitled "A Short Course In What Every Communist Should
Known, has been done in 208 editions, printed in 63 languages and
it sold 34 milion volumes. This is a contest in the field of
ideas and ideas are expressed in words and most of the effective
words are the printed words. Let's aSSume that someone has written
a book so good, so explanatory of the free market and the voluntary
society that if a milion persons in America would read it that it
would reverse this trend or turn it around. If you can create a
desire on the part of a million persons to the point where they
would go and purchase the book themselves and thus have a proprietory interest in it they then are likely to read it and get out
of it all that they are capable of getting out of it and perhaps
that is as good as you can do.
The Foundation has done a considerable amount of experimental
work in this field of creating a desire for understanding and the
first instance was the case of Henry Hazlitt' s book "Ec:.:momics In
One Lesson". A small sample from the book was mailed to 6,000
persons and a memorandum was attached that said, qI wish you would
read this little sAmpling, it will take you only four minutes.
Observe please two things:
(1) That this sampling teaches a simple lesson in itself, therefore it merits ite own distribution and,
(2)

It creates a desire for a book which teaches many lessons.

Won't you please purchase as many copies of it DS you can effect-.
ively distribute within your own circle of influence".
Thousands of orders came back for the samPlin~ and within sixty
days Henry Hazlitt's ltEconomics in One Lesson! reached the upper
brackets in non-fiction best sellers--the first time for a book
of its kind in this century. It shows what can be done.
Ludwig von Mises wrote two books, one entitled 1t0mntpotent
Government lt and the other f1Bureaucracyll published by Yale University Press and they sold together less than 4,000 volumes. Mises
later joined the staff of the Foundation and wrote a book entitled
'tPlanned Chaos It. It is a fine example of the relationship between
the interventionism that is going on in this country ar-d socialism
and communism that is being carried out in other countries i~ the
world. It was aimed at the upper brackets of the intellectual
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much in the exchequer so only 5,000 volumes were printed. One
thousand volumes were sent out for free to a selected list of
persons in the country who would like it so well they would buy
the other 4,000 at the Foundations price and 5,000 copies of Mises
message would be around the country. Within the first sixty days
orders were received for 37 thousand volumes. This will give some
idea of the work the Foundation will be able to do when there
distribution system gets on the basis that it ought to be on.
In this type of idealogical contest there are encouraging and discouraging parts.
Discouraging parts:
(1)

Indifference

(2)

Complacency - We don't have to worry about America, the
good old citizen here will rise up in his essential
soundness when the fight gets hot and these things that
are happening in Europe can't concievably happen to us
in America

(3)

Unconsciousness - Total inability to grasp the significance or the meaning of a problem in the field of the
social sciences or political philosophy

(4)

I am so very busy reaping the rewards of an economy that
is faced with destruction that I simply have no time at
all to assist in it's preservation

Encouraging parts:
(1)

An opinion - It doesn't take the great millions to
understand these things and if we had in America just a
few thousand active minded, conscious, articulate individuals, person who thoroughly understood the fallacies
of socialism and could recognize socialistic items regardless of the inticing labels under which they are
presented and who at the same time understood and could
explain the free market and the voluntary society. If
you would give America only this, just these few thousand from anyone category, be it businessmen, wage
earners, housewives, students, teachers or what not,
just a few thousand from anyone of those who understood
this well, you would reverse this trend.

What type of person is useful in this idealogical contest? They
are the educable few, they are not to be found necessarily at any
occupational level, we know that these few have two essential
characteristics, they are intelligent and they a~~ busy. They
will not take the time all alone to do the laborious study, reading,
thinking and research required to bring them to the comprehension
which this present complex situation requires. What is the answer
to it? To provide these intelligent busy persons with an aid or
an assistant that will bring together the best thought on our
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philosophy that there is in this nation and in the world. An aid
or an assistant that will refine out of present day thinking the
socialistic fallacy which so much of it contains. An aid or an
assistant that will do as the Foundation is doing in spending in
excess of a thousand technically skilled hours in the preparation
of every hour of reading material which we present.
How do we assess how we are getting along in this idealogical
contest? It is composed of a refinement in thinking on the part
of individual persons. If you can get enough of that refinement
of thinking going on that one of these days, I don't know when,
there will emerge a single person, I don't know who, and we
probably won't recognize that person when he does emerge, but he
will have this philosophy down So cold and be able to explain it
so eloquently and persuasively that he will carryall before him.
If you will examine all the significant movements of history, be
they for good or evil, you will find that those movements have been
thus characterized. If you want to see this person emerge, I think
I can tell you how to do it and that is not to spend a single
second of your time looking for the person, but try to be that
person yourself.

